Dear BSE Centre,

Our on-line exams for 2377 (2377-101) (2377-201) will now reflect the current code of practice (Version 4). Candidates are to use version 4 for reference during examinations.

Key changes:

Unit 101 Evolve test:

3.1 Identify the types of electrical equipment: microwaves no longer in the range

4.4 Specify what needs to be considered when carrying out a formal visual inspection:
   • evidence of care and correct use of the equipment and connecting cable or lead
   • the general condition of the equipment and connecting cable or lead (overheating etc)
   • particular requirements of cables, leads and extension leads including the correct cross sectional area (CSA mm²)

5.4 Calculate the resistance of the flexible cable conductors and protective conductors

5.11 Define the particular checks and tests for microwave ovens: this Assessment Criteria is now redundant

5.12 Specify the requirements for testing appliance lead sets

Please note that for unit 2377-101, AC 5.11 has become redundant due to the 4th Edition, so in the evolve test Outcome 5 now has 18 questions instead of 19 and Outcome 6 has 4 questions instead of 3.

Unit 201 Evolve test:

2.1 Identify the types of electrical equipment: microwaves no longer in the range.

Thanks

BSE Team